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A major diplomatic event took place in 1501 when the young archduke of Austria and count of Flanders 

Philip the Fair traveled with his spouse Jeanne of Castile through France. They were on their way with 

their baby boy, the future emperor Charles Quint, from their northern kingdom to their southern Spanish 

realm. This extraordinary trip was an endless spectacle for the European court society. When it stopped at 

Blois the pageant was no doubt the highlight of the whole trip as it staged the meeting of the royal couple 

Louis XII and Anne of Brittany, who were living in the Loire valley at the time, with their distinguished 

foreign guests. Moreover it was the opportunity to seal the wedding engagement between Charles and the 

baby girl Claude de France. Had this wedding ever taken place, the Habsburg, Burgundian, Castilian, and 

Aragonese inheritances, the kingdom of France and northern Italy would have all fallen into the same 

hands. The present study, however, is not concerned with historical fictions or with the analysis of the 

political significance of this extraordinary event. Instead it is devoted to the lavish procession of Philip and 

Jeanne crossing France. 

The study of the sources highlights the challenging question of protocol, since foreign sovereigns could 

not be welcomed the same way the French King was received in his own towns. The arrival of Philip and 

Jeanne required fashioning a tradition that barely existed with the few but notable exceptions of the 

Parisian meeting of the French King Charles V and the emperor Charles IV in 1378, and the meeting of 

the emperor Sigismund with the King Charles VI in 1416. The fact that Jeanne of Castile was an 

autonomous sovereign whereas Philip was a vassal of the King of France raised supplementary 

difficulties. One should also recall that Queen Anne was the autonomous ruler of the duchy of Brittany, 

and was previously promised to Philip’s father the emperor Maximilian I. It is not by chance that this 

astonishing meeting is reported in many chronicles and documents. Most of them of French or Flemish 

origin are well known at least to specialists of the period. For instance, one could quote the chronicles of 

Jean d’Auton, the memories of Robert III de La Marck, the diary of Antoine de Lalaing or a brief story 

written by Jean Lemaire de Belges. Monique Chatenet and Pierre-Gilles Girault have added to this dossier 

various relevant letters, diplomatic missives by Italian ambassadors and another Spanish source all of 

which are partly reproduced in the documents and annexes placed at the end of the book. One of the 

major anonymous sources appears to have been known for centuries although in a truncated version. It 

was accessible in the famous collection Ceremonial François published by Denis and Théodore Godefroy 

in 1649 and in a transcript from twenty years earlier in another miscellany of the same type done by Pierre 

Dupuy (Cérémonies observes aux entrées des rois et des princes, 1629.) Alas, the original manuscript of 
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what appeared to be the lengthiest and more detailed accounts of the visit to Blois in 1501 has 

unfortunately not been found. The comparison between the two seventeenth-century versions proves that 

Godefroy introduced changes to give the written witness a more official tone, while the Dupuy version 

clearly indicates the presence of a feminine pen. The author of the text for example relates the ceremony 

of jams and sweets taken to the room of Jeanne, in which there was no male presence. The details given 

to female festivities and to dresses are also in contrast with the lack of description of male costume or of 

diplomatic negotiations and tournaments. The author also recognizes that she cannot identify a tapestry or 

know the content of a chest (details that Godefroy found too embarrassing). The fact that the major source 

used is attributed to a lady in waiting of Jeanne of Castille makes this project not only of great interest 

from the perspective of court history or ritual studies but also in terms of gender and cultural history. The 

name of Aliénor, Eléonore de Poitiers is tentatively given in the conclusion but the exact identification of 

the author of the report is not essential since Chatenet and Girault focus on the reception ceremonies. 

The five chapters of the study are thematically organized, the first three dealing with the journey itself and 

focusing on the historical context and the itinerary, the meeting at Blois and the following few days of 

residence of Philip and Jeanne in Blois and Amboise. The last two chapters are in a way unrelated to the 

topic of the pageants but deal with the interior architecture of the apartments reserved for the archduke 

and his wife with a whole chapter devoted to furniture. Such subject matters are justified by the wealth of 

detail found in the Dupuy text but are also the obvious choices of both Chatenet who has published on the 

history of architecture (with a special focus on interiors and court life) and her co-author Girault, who is 

curator of patrimony at the Chateau of Blois and who has published many books on art history and Blois. 

The fascinating journey of 1501 could no doubt raise many more questions but the great merit of this book 

is to learn from the relatively detailed description of the Dupuy text about the construction of the influential 

female court of Anne of Brittany in Blois. The recent book by Cynthia J. Brown, The Queen’s Library 

Image-Making at the Court of Anne of Brittany, 1477–1514, Philadelphia 2010, would be a wonderful 

supplement to this vast field of study. In conclusion, Chatenet and Girault are to be congratulated for such 

a fine analysis and scientific edition of the Dupuy text and other valuable documents related to the journey 

of 1501.

This book should be recommended to any scholar or student interested in court history, gender or ritual 

studies focusing on early modern French material.
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